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1. flat torus compact, orientable minimal surface $index_{a}$
flat torus compact, orientable minimal surface 2
$index_{a}$
(1) 3 flat torus minimal surface indexa $=$ 0( ) 2
flat torus(totally geodesic).
(2) 3 Euclidean space compact orientable CMC-surface CMC
( 2 v.p.stable
$)$ [B-C]. Ross[Ross] 3 flat torus
minimal surface Schwarz P-surface
( $CMC$-surface) CMC 3 flat torus
compact orientable CMC-surface
minimal surface P-surface $index_{a}$ $F$ 1
$index_{a}$ 2 2
conjugate minimal surface
Schwarz D-surface, associated surface Schoen Gyroid CMC
$index_{a}=1$ CMC
$index_{a}=1$ Ross
(3) Montiel-Ros[M-R] Schwarz CLP-surface $index_{a}=$
3. $index_{a}=3$ .
$index_{a}=1$ minimal surface
(4) Compactness Theorem [R-R]. The space of $index_{a}=1$ embedded
minimal surfaces in flat three tori is compact.
(5) Ritor\’e [Ri] $F$ 3 flat torus $index_{a}=1$ immersed minimal
surfaces 4 Ros [Rosl] 3
$index_{a} \geq\frac{2\gamma-3}{3}$ CMC-
surface 3
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3 flat torus compact, orientable minimal surface $l$
$index_{a}$ 20
2 3 flat torus CMC-surface
Ros [Ros2]
Conjecture 1. Given a 3-torus $T^{3}$ , the moduli space of closed, stable, em-
bedded, constant mean curvature surfaces of genus 3 in $T^{3}$ with connected
pullback image in $R^{3}$ can be naturally represented, if nonempty, by a con-
nected, smooth convex arc in the (volume, area) $-$plane, which is symmetric
with respect to the axis volume$=volume(T^{3})/2$ .
$Ros$ flat torus CMC-
surface minimal surface $3$
hyperelliptic minimal surface hyperelliptic
embedded minimal surface
minimal surface flat point inversion minimal surface
2 P-surface, D-
surface torus non-minimal, CMC-surface
[Ka]. Gyroid non-minimal, CMC-surface
[B-W]. Ross $CMC$
3 $index_{a}=1$
minimal surface CMC minimal surface
2. $index_{a}$
$n$ flat torus compact, orientable (branched) minimal surface
$R^{n}$ n-periodic minimal surface lattice
lattice flat torus
minimal surface minimal surface
special pseudo K\"ahler
structure compact, orientable minimal
surface $index_{a}$ $(\grave{\iota}\backslash$ Riemann
surface 1 $2$ Abelian differentials period )
3.
$index_{a}$
$,$ $index_{a}=1$ Ross criterion CMC
67
Mathematica
(1) P-surface CLP-surface ( Riemann surface
singly periodic Sherk $tP$ family $V\rangle$
$)l$ $index_{a}$ $3arrow 2arrow 1arrow 2$ P-surface $index_{a}=1$ ,
CLP-surface $index_{a}=3$ Ross, Montiel and Ros
$index_{a}=1,$ $CMC$
(2) parameter Karcher TT-surface $(rPD$ family
). Schwarz P-surface D-surface
conjugate minimal surface
Meeks 9 family of embedded
minimal surfaces of genus 3 in flat tori $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ TT-surface Meeks
family $($ $9$ $)$ special pseudo K\"ahler structure
K\"ahler form Lagrangian [Ej2].
TT-surface $index_{a}$ $2arrow 1arrow 2$ . $index_{a}=1$ , CMC
P-suface D-surface
TT-surface CMC
(3) parameter $a$ Schwarz H-surface(rH family
[Wey] $)$ $index_{a}$ $3arrow 1arrow 2$ . $a=1$ Riemann surface
$index_{a}=1$ $a$ CMC H-surface
Meeks family H-surface associate surface
embedded minimal surface $1$ Lidinoid [L-L]
CMC Gyroid Lidinoid one parameter family of
embedded minimal surface in flat tori $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $rG$ family
[F-H-L]. Meeks family $9$ family of embedded
minimal surfaces of genus 3in flat tori Meeks family
Lagrangian 2 Lagrangian cone intersection degenerate
point $rH$ family Meeks family $\#X$ Lagrangian cone
$9$ family of embedded minimal surfaces of genus 3 in flat tori $\iota$
Gyroid Lagrangian cone
$.$ Ritor\’e-Ros compactness theorem non-trivial Jacobi field
$\text{ _{}\mathfrak{h}\rangle}index_{a}=1$ embedded minimal surface Lagrangian




I-WP $index_{a}$ 6, 7, 8
minimal surface graphics $\Pi$
4. complex period map
$\gamma$ Riemann surfaceM $\hslash\supset$ $R^{n}$ multi-




$\phi_{k}$ $M$ harmonic 1 form $M$ canonical homology
basis $\{A_{1}, \ldots,A_{\gamma}, B_{1}, \ldots, B_{\gamma}\}$ 1
$(S, \{A_{i}, B_{i}\})$
$L=( \int_{A_{i}}dS, \int_{B_{i}}dS)$
$L$ $(n, 2\gamma)$ $(n, 2\gamma)$
$L_{n,2\gamma}$ real period map $L$ column vector lattice
$<L>$ ( ) $S$ $M$ $n$ flat torus
$R^{n}/<L>$ branched minimal immersion $l$ $dS$ $($ 1, $0)$
$dS^{(1,0)}$ holomorphic 1 form
$( \int_{A_{i}}dS^{(1,0)}, \int_{B_{i}}dS^{(1,0)})$
$(n, 2\gamma)$ $(n, 2\gamma)$
$K_{n,2\gamma}$ complex period map $K_{n,2\gamma}$
complex symplectic form $\omega_{1}$ $K_{n,2\gamma}=$
$K_{n,\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}$ $(Z_{1}, Z_{2})\in K_{n,\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}$
$\omega_{1}=tr^{t}dZ_{2}\wedge dZ_{1}$
minimality
Lemma 4.1. complex period map $\omega_{1}$ complex isotropic
cone complex period map $\omega_{1}$




Riemann surfaceM $n$ holomorphic 1-forms Rie-





component $N$ $N$ $L_{n,2\gamma}$ real period map
Pirola
Theorem 4.2 [Pi]. $N\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ minimal surface trivial Jacobi field
(parallel translation $\S|$ Jacobi field) Jacobi field
(non-trivial Jacobi field ) real period map
bijective minimal surface $L_{n,2\gamma}$ open
set $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $dim_{C}N=n\gamma$ .
$N$ $L_{n,2\gamma}$ projection singularity $N$ con-
nected $componentN_{o}$ $L_{n,2\gamma}$ cotangent bundle $T^{*}L_{n,2\gamma}$
$K_{n,\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}$ complex period map $T^{*}L_{n,2\gamma}$ $L_{n,2\gamma}$ projec-
tion real period map Lemma 4.1 Theorem 4.2
Theorem 4.3. $N$ minimal surface non-trivial Jacobi field
complex period map complex Lagrangian cone
$dim_{C}N\neq n\gamma$ 3 non-hyperelliptic
Riemann surface 4 torus holomorphic map
$dim_{C}N=n\gamma$
complex period map special pseudo K\"ahler
metric $index_{a}$
5. special pseudo K\"ahler structure




complex Lagrangian submanifold $\eta_{2}$ non-
degenerate Lagrangian pseudo K\"ahler submanifold [Co]
Lagrangian pseudo K\"ahler submanifold
Lemma 5.1 [Co]. $V$ a complex Lagrangian subspace $V$ non-
degenerate the projection of $V\subset K_{n,\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}$ into $L_{n,2\gamma}$
surjective
$N$ minimal surface non-trivial Jacobi field
Theorem 4.2, Theorem 4.3, Lemma 4.1 $N_{o}$ $F$ Lagrangian
pseudo K\"ahler cone (without origin) $T^{*}L_{n,2\gamma}$
$L_{n,2\gamma}$ $N_{o}$ special pseudo K\"ahler structure
$L_{n,2\gamma}$ $N_{o}$ torsion zero flat connection $\nabla$
pseudo K\"ahler form $\omega$ $\nabla\omega=0$ $L_{n,2\gamma}$ flat Darboux
coordinate $\omega$ $(\nabla_{X}J)(Y)=(\nabla_{Y}J)(X)$
$J$ complex structure $FYeed$ [Fr]
special pseudo K\"ahler structure
6. approach.
$N_{o}$ special pseudo K\"ahler structure
$index_{a}$ $N_{o}$ special
pseudo K\"ahler structure approach Calabi-Yau manifold
([B-G]) special pseudo K\"ahler structure
Hitchin [Hi]
special pseudo K\"ahler structure $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ minimal surface
energy functional
special pseudo K\"ahler structure
$L\in L_{n,2\gamma}$ $\gamma$ $M$ $R^{n}$ multivalued har-
monic map $(S, \{A_{i}, B_{i}\})$ weakly conformal
$dS=^{t}(\phi_{1}, \ldots, \phi_{n})$ ,
$\phi_{k}$ $M$ harmonic 1-form,
$L=( \int_{A_{i}}dS, \int_{B_{i}}dS)$
$S$





${\rm Re}\psi_{\gamma},$ ${\rm Im}\psi_{1},$
$\ldots,$
${\rm Im}\psi_{\gamma})$
$T_{\tau}=(\begin{array}{ll}E_{\gamma} Re\tau 0 Im\tau\end{array})$ .
Lemma 6.1. $S$ energy $E(\tau, L)$
$E( \tau, L)=\frac{1}{2}trP(\tau)^{t}LL$,
$P(\tau)=(^{({\rm Im}\tau)+({\rm Re}\tau)({\rm Im}\tau)^{-1}({\rm Re}\tau)}-({\rm Im}\tau)^{-1}({\rm Re}\tau)$ $-({\rm Re}\tau)({\rm Im}\tau)^{-1}({\rm Im}\tau)^{-1)}\in Sp(\gamma, R)$.
$\tau$ $M$ $\{A_{i}, B_{i}\}$ Riemann matrix
$\{A_{i}, B_{j}\}$ Riemann surface energy
Torelli space(Teichm\"uller space )
Lemma 6.1 $\gamma$ Siegel upper half $spaceH_{\gamma}$ Riemann matrices
$RM$ $E(\tau, L)$ reduce
Theorem 6.2. $E(\tau, L)$ critical point
multivalued harmonic map weakly conformal.
$dS^{(1,0)}= \frac{1}{2}(L_{1}+i[L_{1}{\rm Re}\tau-L_{2}]({\rm Im})^{-1})^{t}(\psi_{1}, \ldots, \psi_{\gamma})$
${}^{t}dS^{(1,0)}dS^{(1,0)}=0$
$RM$ hyperelliptic locus $RM_{hyper}$ $3\gamma-3$
analytic set $RM_{non-hyper}=RM\backslash RM_{hyper}$ $RM_{hyper}$ $2\gamma-1$
$E(\tau, L)$ $RM_{non}$ -hyper $E_{RM_{non-hyper}}$ $RM_{hyper}$
$E_{RM_{hyper}}$ critical point (multivalued)non-
hyperelliptic branched minimal surface (multivalued)hyperelliptic branched
minimal surface
$E_{RM_{non-hyper}}$ $E_{RM_{hyper}}$ parameter $L_{n,2\gamma}$
Theorem 6.2 critical points $C(E_{RM_{non-hyper}})\subset$
$RM_{non-hyper}\cross L_{n,2\gamma}$ $C(E_{RM_{hyper}})\subset RM_{hyper}\cross L_{n,2\gamma}$
catastrophe set $L$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ critical point critical point
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$\Psi(\tau, (L_{1}, L_{2}))=(\tau, \frac{1}{2}(L_{1}+i[L_{1}({\rm Re}\tau)-L_{2}]({\rm Im}\tau)^{-1}))$ ,
where $\tau\in H_{\gamma},$ $L=(L_{1}, L_{2}),$ $L_{1},$ $L_{2}\in L_{n,\gamma}$ .
Lemma 6.3. $\Psi$ is a diffeomorphism.
$\Psi$ catastrophe set $H_{\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}$ analytic set
Lemma 6.4.
$\{(\tau, K)\in H_{\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}|tr\frac{\partial\tau}{\partial z^{p}}{}^{t}KK=0, P=1, \ldots, \}$ ,
$\tau$ $RM_{non-hyper},$ $RM_{hyper}$ $H_{\gamma}$ inclusion map $z^{\ell},$ $\ell=$
$1,$
$\ldots$ , $RM_{non-hyper},$ $RM_{hyper}$
$\Psi$
$H_{\gamma}\cross L_{n,2\gamma}$ $RM_{non-hyper}\cross L_{n,2\gamma}$
$RM_{hyper}\cross L_{n,2\gamma}$ $C(E_{RM_{non-hyper}})$ $C(E_{RM_{hyper}})$ analytic
set irreducible component $N$
$N$ $N$ complex period
map
Lemma 6.5.
$( \int_{A_{i}}dS^{(1,0)}, \int_{B_{i}}dS^{(1,0)})=(K, K\tau)$
$K= \frac{1}{2}(L_{1}+i[L_{1}({\rm Re}\tau)-L_{2}]({\rm Im}\tau)^{-1})$
$\Phi$ $H_{\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}$ $T^{*}L_{n,2\gamma}=K_{n,2\gamma}=K_{n,\gamma}\cross K_{n,\gamma}$
$\Phi(\tau, K)=(K, K\tau)$
complex period map $\Phi 0\Psi$
Lemma 6.6. $\Phi^{*}\omega_{1}=$ tr $(d\tau\wedge {}^{t}KdK)$ .
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7. $E_{RM_{n\circ n-hyper}}$ $E_{RM_{hyper}}$ index
$E_{RM_{non-hyper}}$ $E_{RM_{hyper}}$ critical point Hessian nullity
$nullity_{E_{RM_{non-hyper}}}$ , nullity $E_{RM_{hyper}}$ index $index_{E_{RM_{non-hyper}}}$ ,
$index_{E_{RM_{hyper}}}$ nullity $0$ critical point non-degenerate critical
point $N$ $L_{n,2\gamma}$ $T^{*}L_{n,2\gamma}$ Lagrangian graph
complex period map complex Lagrangian
submanifold Lagrangian graph $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ special pseudo K\"ahler struc-
ture $N$ non-degenerate critical points
$N$ open set connected component $N_{o}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ special pseudo K\"ahler structure
$N$ 1 non-degenerate critical point
$N$ (analytic set) degenerate point real
analytic set $N$ non-degenerate critical point
1
minimal surface Jacobi operator nullity$(nullity_{a}$ $)$ ,
index$(index_{a}$ $)$
Theorem 7. 1 [Ej 1]. $N_{o}$ minimal surface
(1) non-hyperelliptic minimal surface
$index_{a}=inex_{E_{RM_{non-hyper}}}$ , $nullity_{a}=n$
minimal surface $lf$ immersed trivial Jacobi field
(2) hyperelliptic minimal surface
$index_{a}=inex_{E_{RM_{hyper}}}+\alpha$ ,
$nullity_{a}=n+2\gamma-4-2\alpha$ , $0\leq\alpha\leq\gamma-2$
$\alpha=\gamma-2$ immersed trivial Jacobi field $A|$ . $\alpha<\gamma-2$
branched minimal surface immersed non-trivial Jacobi
field $\alpha=0$ holomorphic curve $\alpha<\gamma-2$
$N_{o}$ analytic set analytic set $N_{o}$
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(holomorphic curves $N_{o}$ ). Theorem 4.2 Theorem 7. 1
8.
$N_{o}$ minimal surface real period $L_{n,2\gamma}$
complex Lagrangian graph in $T^{*}L_{n,2\gamma}$
Lemma 8.1. complex Lagrangian graph
$Larrow(LP(\tau(L)), L)$ .
Proposition 8.2.
$HessE_{RM_{non-hyper}}(\frac{\partial}{\partial\tau^{a}}, \frac{\partial}{\partial\tau^{b}})\frac{\partial\tau^{a}}{\partial L_{k}}\frac{\partial\tau^{b}}{\partial L_{\ell}}=P(\tau(L))_{k\ell}-Hessa(\frac{\partial}{\partial L_{k}}, \frac{\partial}{\partial L_{\ell}})$
$a(L)= \frac{1}{2}trP(\tau(L))^{t}LL$ $F$ pseudo K\"ahler potential $E_{RM_{hyper}}$
$N_{o}$ $N_{o}arrow RM_{non-hyper},$ $RM_{hyper}$
rank submersive
$RM_{non}$ -hype$r$ , $RM_{hyper}$ complex submanifold fibre bundle
$N_{o}$ surjective condition
$N_{o}arrow RM_{non-hyper},$ $RM_{hyper}$ surjective
complex submanifold minimal surface
surjective
$\mathfrak{l}F^{1}$ $3$ flat torus 4 (non-hyperelliptic) minimal surface
8 trigonal minimal surface
[Sh]. $9=3\cross 4-3$
I-WP surface surjective condition
I-WP surface $4$ flat torus (4 flat torus $3$ flat
torus ) non-degenerate critical Point
$N_{o}$ generic point surjective condition
Corollary 8.3 $index_{a}$ 1-WP $index_{a}$
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Corollary 8.3. surjective condition $\text{ ^{}\backslash }\grave{(}\mathscr{F}$ minimal surface
$indexE_{RM_{non-hyper}},$ $indexE_{RM_{hyper}}$ $L_{n,2\gamma}$
$P( \tau(L))_{k\ell}-Hessa(\frac{\partial}{\partial L_{k}}, \frac{\partial}{\partial L_{\ell}})$
fibre $0$
$P(\tau(L))_{k\ell}$ $\tau$ complex Lagrangian subspace
$\{(K, K\tau)|K\in K_{n,\gamma}\}$
Gram $Hessa(\frac{\partial}{\partial L_{k}}, \frac{\partial}{\partial L_{\ell}})$ complex period map
$N_{o}$ tangent space Gram
tangent space $\{(K, K\tau)|K\in K_{n,\gamma}\}$ Gram
Corollary 8.3 $index_{a}$
Theorem 8.4. complex period map non-degenerate critical point
tangent space minimal surface $index_{a}$ Algorithm
9. 3 $index_{a}$
$C$ 8 $\{a_{1}, \ldots, a_{8}\}$
$M:y^{2}=(z-a_{1})\cdots(z-a_{8})$
hyperelliptic $z$ the meromorphic function on $M$
$\eta$ $( \frac{1}{y})dz$
$f(z)= \int^{z}{}^{t}\omega:Marrow J(M)$
Albanese map $\omega=[((1-z^{2}), (1+z^{2})i, 2z)\eta],$ $J(M)$ $F$ $M$
Jacobi variety . $C(E_{RM_{nyper}})$ irreducible component 1
$H$ local expression of the map of $H$ into $T^{*}L_{3,6}=K_{3,3}\cross K_{3,3}$
the complex Lagrangian (degenerate) immersion $F_{H}$ of $SO(3, C)\cross C^{*}\cross$ the
space of different five points (with fixed three points) of $C$ into ${}^{t}(H^{1}(M, C)\cross$
$H^{1}(M, C)\cross H^{1}(M, C))$
$\alpha a^{t}\omega$ , $\alpha\in C^{*},$ $a\in SO(3, C)$ ,
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$( \int_{A_{k}}\alpha a^{t}\omega, \int_{B_{k}}\alpha a^{t}\omega)$ ,
$\{A_{k}, B_{k}\}$ a canonical homology basis. canonical homology ba-
sis $Sp$ (3, Z)-equivariant local expression Propo-
sition 12.6 [Ej2] $l$ (degenerate) special pseudo K\"ahler structure on
$SO(3, C)\cross C^{*}\cross$ the space of different five points (with fixed three points)
on $C$ surjective condition
$F_{H}$ embedding
$H$ tangent space complex Lagrangian sub-
space non-degenerate minimal surface $\eta_{2}$
signature $index_{a}$ $l$ $a_{1}$ , $\cdot\cdot\cdot$ , $a_{8}$ 5 points
$,$
$a_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $a_{5}$
$\vee$ ), 5 parameter genus 3
hyperelliptic Riemann surface $2\cross 3-1=5$ .
$T_{i}= \frac{\partial}{\partial a_{i}}(\int_{A_{k}}{}^{t}\omega, \int_{B_{k}}{}^{t}\omega),$ $i=1,$ $\cdots,$ $5$ , $T_{6}=( \int_{A_{k}}{}^{t}\omega, \int_{B_{k}}{}^{t}\omega)$
$T_{7}=(\begin{array}{lll}0 1 0-1 0 00 0 0\end{array})T_{6}$ , $T_{8}=(\begin{array}{lll}0 0 10 0 0-1 0 0\end{array})T_{6}$ , $T_{9}=(\begin{array}{lll}0 0 00 0 10 -1 0\end{array})T_{6}$ .
$T_{6}=(C_{1}, C_{2})$ Riemann matrix $\tau=C_{1}^{-1}C_{2}$ $T_{i}$ for $1\leq i\leq 9$
linearly independent
$,$
$\{T_{i}\}$ tangent space basis
complex Lagrangian $\eta_{2}$ degenerate
null space $nullity_{a}$ $\eta_{2}$ non-degenerate
$,$
$index_{a}$
Algorithm $T_{i},$ $1\leq i\leq 5$ $1$ $2$ Abelian differentials
period
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